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Showing Balance & Equality

By Lamar Bennett

Sansom describes her poster as
“symmetrical. It can be seen as one
image, showing balance and

equality.” It also shows subtle
changes, from the women at the
bottom who are “looking down,
disappointed, prevented from
achieving personal goals” to the
women at the top, who “no longer
have a veil, looking forward and
outward.”
The winning poster is depicted on
our cover and reproductions of it are
available in the Demeter office for
$3 each.
The poster contest was originally
the idea of Rose Higgs, former
coordinator of the local chapter of
the National Organization for
Women. Riane-Eisler and Mary
Morain, assisted by several others,
helped organize the event.

The poster contest was just one of
many events held in conjunction
with Women’s History Week.
The week started with a
documentary film, The Fear That
Binds Us, shown at the Dream
Theater to benefit the Domestic
Violence program of the YWCA.
All schools in the county received
educational materials illustrating
women’s contributions to history.
County libraries were given copies
of a special bibliography, prepared
by Lettie Bennett and Anna
Biancos, covering books by and
about women.
A program of noon discussions at
Monterey Peninsula College in
cluded topics such as Susan B.

By Deborah Bounds

To commemorate Women’s
History Week, March 6-12, Demeter
and the County Commission on the
Status of Women co-sponsored a
poster contest which drew 18 en
tries from women and men around
the county.
Four judges, including Demeter
staff member Maryjo Wald, selected
the work of Laura Sansom for firstplace honors. The award carried a
$200 prize and was presented to
Sansom at a reception for all en
trants and their friends at the
YWCA on March 31.

hot flashes
Hot Flashes, a San Diego-based comedy team,
will perform at Monterey Peninsula College
Music Hall on Friday and Saturday, April 29 and
30. Both shows will start at 8 p.m.
Hot Flashes — Maureen Gaffney, Szeri Glaser,
Maggie Gillette and Robyn Samuels with Sue
Palmer on Piano — offers an alternative to
traditional comedy based on put-downs of women
with improvisations, sketches and music from a
feminist point of view.
The Hot Flashes derive their comedy routines
from their own lives. The common thread is get
’em laughing and leave ’em with something to
think about.
The four women began working together about
a year ago. Samuels thought of the group’s name,
which is a double pun. Besides its obvious
meaning — relating to menopause — the phrase
stands for a lark, an idea, an improvisation,
Samuels says.
The San Diego State University newspaper,
the Aztec, has said: “If comedy is food for the
soul, then Hot Flashes is a four-course meal.”

They come from a variety of backgrounds.
Glaser was born in the Bronx and reared on Long
Island. She gravitated to San Diego to attend the
state university there, attracted by its casual
atmosphere.
Maggie Gillette, the daughter of an Episcopal
minister, is a Detroit native who came to
California to study transcendental meditation.
Robyn Samuels grew up as the daughter of a
St. Louis, Missouri, grocer. She has a B.A. in
acting but “most directors were male and un
sympathetic to feminist concerns,” she said. “I
wanted to do politics and theater; they said
politics and theater don’t mix.”
Maureen Gaffney is the only San Diego native
and comes from a Navy family. She grew up
wanting to be an actress and has performed in
Utah’s Shakespeare festival.
The Hot Flashes attribute their warm audience
response to their timely material which speaks of
truth as well as humor.
If you’re tired of comedy that depends on a putdown of women, or minorities, or the audience,
there is a Hot Flash for you April 29 and 30.

Anthony, women artists and
authors, women freedom fighters,
and readings from women’s jour
nals.
The monthly meeting of the
United Nations Association devoted
its program to women in various
cultures.

The week concluded with two
events on Saturday: the Any
Woman Can Conference, sponsored
by the local chapter of the National
Women’s Political Caucus, and a
one-woman stage show presented
by Miriam Reed, who portrayed
Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton.

Laura Sansom
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editorial

Happy Birthday
Issue number one, volume one of Demeter
came out on April 1, 1978. It contained four
typewritten, hand-illustrated, mimeographed
pages and cost $3 for six months. It included no
advertising, and the calendar of events had only a
handful of items.
We’ve published for five years now, and we’ve
never missed an issue. Our size varies between
12 and 16 pages monthly in a tabloid newspaper
format. We’re typeset, too, with photographs as
well as graphics. Dozens of calendar events cover
two full pages each month. Our price? Only $8
per year, as opposed to the $6 subscription price
of five years ago.
We’ve added sections on poetry, books and art.
And now we take advertising to help defray our
costs.
The staff changes periodically, too, with people
coming and going as their time and energy
change. J.T. Mason is the only original staff
member still actively involved.
We’ve asked ourselves why we do this month
after month, what we’re trying to accomplish.
We’ve come to the conclusion that what
motivates us is our belief that women’s jour
nalism is something different. We have different
values and are guided by different principles
than is mainstream journalism, principles that
are more respectful of people.
We see our role as supplying facts, information
that is not available elsewhere, without in
terpreting those facts. We leave the in
terpretation to each reader.
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feminist journalism. How can you do your part?
1. Provide us with information. On events, on
people, on books and movies you liked or hated.
Share your poetry with us. Write a review.

Every month we look at 12 (or 16) blank pages
and ponder how to fill all that space. When the
same few people write, month after month, we
subvert our purpose. When you see the same
bylines repeatedly it means that the community
has gotten lazy and is limiting its source of in
formation to the viewpoints of a few people. That
sounds a lot like conventional journalism to us.
We believe that information resides in people
and that the public has more to tell newspeople
than vice versa. This requires a redefinition of
“news” and the role of the newspaper.
The Women’s Institute for Freedom of the
Press, a national organization based in
Washington, D.C., has set out three principles or
standards of feminist journalism that we try to
follow:

1. More factual information. The existing
media carries so little information from women,
for or about women — especially compared to
what’s available.

2. People should speak for themselves. We
believe that the best way to dispel stereotypes
and to make more information available as ac
curately as possible is to let people make their
own case directly to the public. Therefore, to the
greatest extent possible, we do not tell what
women do and think, as happens in conventional
journalism, but we let them tell it themselves.
People know their own information best, and we
believe that neither the person with the in
formation nor the public needs an intermediary
reporter to be an interpreter — but only to help
the person get her own account down on paper.
For example, “I think we ought to have more
women represented” is preferable, we believe, to
conventional journalism’s “She said she thought
that there ought to be more women represen
ted.”
3. No attacks on people. We do not attack
anyone. We know that others are just as entitled
to their views as we are to ours. We know that
media characterizations of people can be
inhibiting and restrictive. The public news
media, we believe, should work to widen the
social, political and economic options for people,
not inhibit them.
Mainstream journalism is largely male-owned
and male-edited and has definite ideas about
what are acceptable roles for women. A viable
women’s communication system is essential to
help combat this limiting view of us.
Readers have an obligation here, too, to take
some responsibility in ensuring the viability of
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2. We need your womanpower. It takes many
hours each month to bring you the paper. There’s
a job for you! If you have newspaper skills,
wonderful. If not, we’ll teach you. Other tasks
that need to be done include ad sales, distributing
the paper, answering correspondence, and other
office work.

3. We need your financial contributions.
They’re tax deductible. Nobody likes to ask for
money, especially in these difficult times. But the
reality of our financial situation is that without
your contributions we can’t continue publication.
And if you have any ideas for fundraising, let us
know.
Each year we’ve grown, attesting to the in
crease in consciousness and concerns of women.
We’re five years old, and counting. Happy bir
thday, Demeter!
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Local Citizen's Lobby
By Jacquelyn Smith
Waiting expectantly with 400
other California delegates for
Senator Kennedy to speak to us, I
was inspired by the fact that or
dinary citizens can participate in
helping to shape government policy.
Five thousand people from all
over America, carrying 885,000
signed proxies, traveled to the
Capitol to lobby for House Joint
Resolution 2 (HJR2, coming out of
committee as HJR13). It was ob
vious from the expressions on the
faces of our representatives and
senators in Washington that they
were impressed by the effort and
commitment of the people working
for the Nuclear Freeze.
Our main goal in going to
Washington was to get our

representatives to support the
Freeze Resolution and to let them
know emphatically we want a
reduction in the military budget,
and a halt to funding for all new
weapons systems.
There were five of us
representing the Monterey County
Freeze Coalition, and three students
from MPC, chosen on campus to
lobby. We all attended workshops
on lobbying techniques, and heard
talks from Randall Forsberg,
National Freeze coordinator, Paul
Warnke, former chief negotiator for
SALT II, and Helen Caldicott,
president, Physicians for Social
Responsibility.
Senator Cranston, very sup
portive of the freeze, reserved a

(Continued on page 4)

national news briefs
Compiled by Her Say

Drafting Prostitutes
In one of a series of revelations
about the American occupation of
Japan following World War II,
Japan’s Hoseki magazine has
revealed that Japanese authorities
ordered the country’s prostitutes to
“be nice to the Americans.”
The Hoseki article, titled
“Reports on Sex Crimes of U.S.
Occupation Soldiers,” reports that
the defeated government, worried
about sexual violence from the
occupying U.S. Army, ordered
prostitutes, dancers, masseuses and
waitresses to form an association in
order to protect “the chastity of our
nation’s women.”
That organization — called the
Recreation
and
Amusement
Association — recruited former
prostitutes who had become factory
workers to round out its numbers to
5,000. Hoseki estimates that these
patriotic sexual shock troops ser
viced as many as 60 customers a day
in order to keep the occupying
Americans away from the rest of
the female population.
They were unsuccessful. Parade
magazine reports that Hoseki
estimates Americans assaulted
150,000 Japanese women in the first
five months of occupation.

Do It In Libraries?
The quote of the week is from
Michigan Minister Reverend Vivian
Varner.
Varner, a backer of book cen
sorship, recently singled out the
women’s health book, Our Bodies,

Ourselves, tor special criticism.
Pointing at a picture of a woman
examining her genitals with a
mirror, Varner asked “Is this any
way for a woman to know her
body?” The Reverend told the Los
Angeles Times: “Librarians un
derestimate our kids. Children
won’t take these books home where
parents can take them away.
Children will look at them in the
library.”

Outcry Against
Barring Allende
Congressmembers, as well as
academic, professional and religious
leaders, have joined in an outcry
against the barring of Hortensia
Allende from the United States.
Allende, the widow of slain
Chilean President Salvador Allende,
was recently denied a visa for her
American visit on grounds that she
is allegedly a “highly placed
member” of the World Peace
Council. The council is a Helsinki,
Finland-based group that the State
Department charges has direct ties
to the Kremlin.
Allende was to speak at the
Jesuit-run University of Santa
Clara, San Francisco’s Ecumenical
Peace Council, and the San Fran
cisco Bar Association. She was also
scheduled to meet with San
Francisco’s Archbishop John Quinn
and to be interviewed by radio
station KPFA in Berkeley.
The State Department deter
mined, however, that these events
had “been determined to be
prejudicial to American interests.”

Gay Rights, Civil
Liberties Denied
The New York City Council
refused by a 24 to 20 vote to con
sider a gay rights bill. In West
Virginia, meanwhile, the State’s
Attorney General decided school
teachers may be fired merely on
grounds that they have the
reputation of being gay, even if
there is no proof of their sexual
preference.

Mace Used on Nuns
Two nuns in Lexington,
Mississippi, filed a $200,000 damage
suit against Holmes County jail
officials, charging they were
sprayed with mace while being held
in a cell after taking part in a
demonstration. Sheriff Howard
Huggins admits that mace was used,
but claims it was only employed
after one of the nuns jumped a
jailer.

Prisoners Need Help
Amnesty International is asking
that people write appeal letters on
behalf of five “prisoners of con
science” that the organization has
selected in honor of International
Women’s Day, March 8.
Among the women is Hanna
Vasilena Mykhaylenko, a librarian
and supporter of Ukrainian rights,
arrested three times and now
confined in a Soviet psychiatric
hospital known for its use of strong,
mind-altering drugs. She was last
arrested in February 1980 and has
not been released.

Also included are Carolina Wiff, a
prominent Chilean social worker,
abducted from her home by men in
plain clothes in June, 1975 and not
seen since, and Lu Hsiu-Lien, a
Taiwanese feminist convicted of
“sedition” after she delivered a
speech on Human Rights day in
December, 1979. Still imprisoned,
Lu is reportedly in poor health. She
may not receive mail and has been
forbidden to use the words “peace”
or “human rights.”
Fourth on Amnesty’s list is
Mampe Ntshingwa, a young South
African woman who belongs to a
group working for the rights of
Black people. She was arrested in
May and is being held in
communicado and without charge.
The last woman is Kongit
Kebede, an official of an Ethiopian
women’s organization that ad
vocates a return to civilian rule in
that country. Two years after their
July arrests in 1977, Kebede and
her four colleagues reportedly
disappeared from their holding
places in Army headquarters.
Appeals may be sent as follows: in
Mykhaylenko’s case to Yuri
Andropov, Chairman of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party
of the USSR, the Kremlin, Moscow;
in Wiffs case, to President of the
Republic of Chile, Gen. Augusto
Pinochet Ugarte, Palacio la Moneda,
Santiago; in Lu’s case, to Pres.
Chian Ching-kuo, Chungking S.
Road,
Taipei,
Taiwan;
in
Ntshingwa’s case, to the Minister of
Justice, Hon. H.J. Coetsee, 216
Union Bldg., Pretoria, S. Africa; and
in Kebede’s case, to Lt. Col.
Mengistu Haile Mariam, Chair of
the PMAC, PO Box 5707, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.

School Board Is Ms.-Taken
By George Kelly
What
do
Soul on Ice,
Slaughterhouse Five, The Naked
Ape and Ms. magazine have in
common?
All have been either put on a
restricted list or banned by school
boards. And, if the American Civil
Liberties Union of Northern
California wins the latest round in a
legal battle against the Mt. Diablo
Unified School District in Contra
Costa Superior Court, Ms. will join
the other publications back on the
shelves.
It has been almost three years
since the Mt. Diablo school board,
bowing to an organized campaign by
parents objecting to “moral im
purity” — and ignoring the
recommendations of the board’s
own handpicked committee —
restricted the feminist magazine. A
3-2 vote on June 26,1980 — with the
crucial votes coming from board
members who had not read an
entire issue of the magazine —
allowed Ms. to be used only at high
schools, on the “reserved” shelf of
the library, and only by students
who could obtain written permission
from both a parent and a teacher.
These severe restrictions are
tantamount to a ban on the
magazine, contend ACLU-NC
cooperating attorneys Rochelle
Alpert and Jack Londen of the San
Francisco law firm of Morrison &
Foerster, in a motion for summary
judgment. The motion asks the
court to make a final judgment in

the case of McKamey v. Mt. Diablo
Unified School District.
The ACLU argument is backed up
by observations by school libraries
in the district who say that the
restrictions
have
virtually
eliminated the use of Ms. by the
students. Carolyne Benning,
librarian at Ygnacio Valley High
School, said, “The policy has ef
fectively killed the use of the
magazine. It very effectively
discourages the students, and about
50 percent of the ones who request
Ms. don’t even bother to take the
form home for a signature.”
In a 45-page memorandum ac
companying the ACLU motion for
summary judgment, Alpert points
out that similar book banning ef
forts by school districts around the
nation have been held un
constitutional. Most recently, the
U.S. Supreme Court in the ACLU
lawsuit Pico v. Island Trees School
Board held that the First Amen

dment does not permit suppression
of ideas in the school library.
Testimony from the board
meeting at which Ms. was restricted
showed the action was taken
“because the majority on the board
— and in their view, the community
— objected to the lifestyles
allegedly portrayed — lifestyles
considered to be immoral. That is
not a constitutional reason,” Alpert
argues.
The ACLU brief also asserts that
it is unconstitutional for the board
to give parents a veto right over
high school students’ reading
material. Several cases, including
one decided by the U.S. Supreme
Court, have struck down laws
requiring parental consent for
abortions. The same principle
applies here, the ACLU argues.
“In California, education is a
constitutional right granted to a
child, not a parent. Permitting a
parental veto strikes at the heart of

the students’ ability to fulfill their
own intellectual promise and to
function fully as members of
society,” Alpert explained.
The motion requests the court to
order the school board to place the
magazine on open shelves.
The Mt. Diablo board’s hit-at-Ms.
action is only the latest in a sobering
round of ban-the-book board actions
in northern California. The
Chisholms, a popular historical
novel banned from Granada High
School in Livermore, was restored
to the shelves when a committee,
appointed after ACLU protests,
found no basis for the ban.
(Editor's Note: This article was
reprinted with permission from the
March issue of the ACLU News.)
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Voices Above Sounds of War
By Rosemary Matson
The voices of millions of women were heard on
March 8 throughout the city of Brussels and
indeed throughout all of Europe and even the
world. This in spite of the virtual absence of any
news in the U.S. daily press about women’s
actions toward peace.
Men inside NATO headquarters in Brussels
were forced to stop their war-games long enough
to acknowledge the powerful presence of more
than 1,000 women who had gathered to
demonstrate on their doorstep and present
demands to “Stop the Arms Race!”
More than 100 U.S. women, traveling in a
Peace Plane, were met by women from all over
the continent. Among them were 200 women
from the Greenham Common Peace Camp in
England, the first operational site scheduled to
receive U.S. Cruise missiles in December 1983.
French actress Emanuelle Riva (star of
Hiroshima Mon Amour) spoke and Francesca
Solleville sang. Karin Roth, of the West German
Metalworkers Union Women’s Department,
spoke. Joanne Woodward and Mario Thomas,
U.S. Women’s International League for Peace
and Freedom members, participated.
March 8, international Women’s Day,
culminated a year-long effort by the WILPF to
register one million women to “Stop the Arms
Race!” These registrations were presented to
NATO representatives as evidence that the
women of the world are saying “No!” to the use of

military means for settling disputes between
nations and demanding that new and life
sustaining ways be employed in the place of
armed warfare.
WILPF? 0 yes! that’s the organization that the
Reader’s Digest and President Reagan have called
“Communist controlled.” What is WILPF? Well,
it’s just the oldest and most active continuing
peace organization in the world.
For 65 years, WILPF has been making
women’s voices heard above the sounds of war,
no easy task; uniting women throughout the
world into a working force to put an end to war,
exploitation and oppression. Today, the Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom is
growing in numbers and strength. The ideals of
its past are practical social imperatives today.
WILPF originated in 1915 during World War I,
at a Women’s Peace Congress at The Hague
attended by more than 1,000 women from 12
countries, some of them belligerents whose
soldiers were killing one another on the bat
tlefield.
Its first officers were Jane Addams (U.S.),
chair; Dr. Aletta Jacobs (Holland), vice-chair;
Crystal Macmillan (Great Britain), secretary. At
a second Congress in 1919, the name Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom was
adopted and headquarters were established in
Geneva with Emily Greene Balch (U.S.) as
general secretary.
Jane Addams, international president from

1919 until her death in 1935, received the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1931. Emily Greene Balch was
given the Prize in 1947.
Through two world conflicts and many lesser
wars WILPF has acted to promote settlements
by peaceful means. Millions of signatures were
collected on petitions to the 1932 Disarmament
Conference in Geneva. An international con
ference opposing chemical and biological warfare
was sponsored by WILPF in London in 1969. A
delegation went to Vietnam in 1971, making
contacts with women in the North and the South.
Six WILPF women went to Chile in 1974 to
investigate human rights violations and reported
to the United Nations. WILPF organized two
Women’s
International
Disarmament
Seminars-at the U.N. (1975) and in Vienna
(1978). These few examples' of WILPF activity
will tell you why they could not but be in Brussels
at NATO headquarters on March 8 making
women’s voices heard.
Libby Frank, Executive Director of WILPF,
was in Brussels and will be on the Monterey
Peninsula on April 13. A public meeting is
scheduled to hear her in person tell how it went
at NATO on International Women’s Day.
The meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Monterey Peninsula Unitarian Church (Aguajito
Road at intersection of Highways 1 and 68). A
potluck supper will precede the program. Come
at 6:30 and bring food to share. (For more in
formation, call 659-3758).

‘You Have Touched A Woman’
By Linda Crowe
Carolyn McDade came to Mon
terey, singing and smiling and
strumming and telling the tales of
where she’s been and what made
her who she is. And she touched my
life.
On Friday, February 18, Carolyn
McDade, who calls herself a
feminist, singer, songwriter,
performed her concert of Songs of
Peace and Justice at the Monterey
Peninsula Unitarian Church. By the
end of her first song, all attention
was glued on her.
Her songs covered feminism and
Central American struggles and
global peace. While she played the
piano, and autoharp, and the
dulcimer, it was her voice raised in a
cappella presentations that was
most moving. The clarity of her
voice reflects the clarity of her
visions. Soft-spoken, almost in
nocent in speech, this woman has a
singing voice strong and powerful.
Carolyn is taking a year to tour
the United States because she
simply felt it was time for her to do
so. She will return to her Boston
home in June of this year, having
traveled the entire country. She
said she honors women’s rage in her
music and believes it will be women
who will save the planet. Feminism
and peace is “not a cause, it is the
marrow of my being,” she said, and
added, “the women’s movement
gave me my voice.”
She touched my very center with
her messages, particularly those on

feminism. The validation of my
radical (McDade defines radical as
“back to the roots”) feminism
happens so seldom that I was totally
taken. Her songs led me through
cheers and tears, and she never let
go of me during the entire concert.
I was so mesmerized by this
woman that I quickly declared my
intention of attending the Saturday
workshop on Feminism and NonViolence. When you are a captive,
your choices are few.
It is very hard for me to separate
the two events, for a large portion of
McDade’s presentation on Saturday
was done on the previous Friday
night. She moved all the people
participating in the concert and then
in the workshop with her song, from
a revolutionary chant, “You Have
Touched a Woman.” She has used
the
names
of
women
revolutionaries, and when she says
their names, while in the
background there thunders piano
accompaniment, she follows each
name with “You have touched a
woman You have struck a rock.” An
empowering piece of music, it unites
us with our sisters who throughout
history have taken the issues in
hand and tried to change them.
By the time you have gone
through this with the names of some
20 women, it is easy to agree that
you have struck rocks.
About 20 Peninsula women
participated in the workshop, their
interests varying from nuclear
disarmament to finding a lasting
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peace in Central America. Attired in
jeans or tweeds, we felt our dif
ferences in appearance disappear in
the unification of purpose and goals
within the room.
It was a wonderful feeling to get
past those outward facades and into
the important ideas of those
wonderful women. With some
natural exceptions, the consensus of
the attendees was that women will
have to make the changes toward
peace in the world, for the system as
it is now is so male, so unmalleable,
that it cannot be worked within;
therefore, it must be resolved
outside its perimeters.
This means, of course, that since
white males are the present system,
that the system will require
replacement rather than repair.
Call to Women
Women of the earth, arise in every
land

And end their cruel and deadly wars
Tis with the tree of life we stand.
McDade said that whenever
women get together, whether it be
for concerts, conversation or
demonstration, we are conspiring,
for conspiracy means literally “to
breathe together.”
So as we breathe together in
trying to change all oppression of
women, we can conspire to stop
pornography, sexism in education
and employment, violence on the
streets and in our own homes, the
threat of nuclear destruction of
living beings, and the unspoken war
against all women.
She advised us to consider that it
is our own responsibility to “tame
our own government.”
My weekend encounters with
Carolyn McDade — strong, feminist,
talented, wonderful woman — were
enriching beyond description.

Citizen’s Lobby
(Continued from page 2)
room for our entire California
group, spoke to us and answered
questions from the floor.
Senator Wilson, on the other
hand, even though he was contacted
seven weeks ago, would not agree to
see our delegation. Instead, on the
last day, he agreed to meet with five
people. The rest of us filed through
his office, signed his book and left
the proxies we had gathered in
California, all 300,000 of them!
Sixteenth Congressional District
Representative Leon Panetta (a co
sponsor of HJR13) assured both the
Monterey County and Santa Cruz
groups that he strongly supports
the Freeze and will actively work
for reductions in the military
budget.
I feel this was an immensely

valuable exchange for all of us.
There is no doubt about the vitality
of this movement. On local and
national levels, the Freeze is in
creasing in membership and gaining
financial support. Our legislators
are facing informed constituents
who are questioning the ad
ministration’s entire military
program, and who will not be
diverted from the goal of ending the
arms race.

Other coalition delegates were
Dr. Ronald Garren, Physicians for
Social Responsibility; Shirley
Prussin, ACLU; Peter Eichorn,
Planetary Initiative; and Mark
Stevenson, all from the Monterey
area. MPC representatives were
Katherine
Smith,
Val
Voskresensky, and Kevin Hutchins.

profile
By Kate Miller
On March 3, Adrienne Rich gave a poetry
reading at the university in Santa Cruz. The hall
was packed; hundreds of people had stood in the
rain in order to have a chance to hear her.
In the last 15 years, this small, gentle, middleaged woman, who walks slowly with the aid of a
cane, has produced a body of work which has
empowered all of us who have read her.
Because Rich writes from her own center,
using her feelings and experiences as her
beginning point, and because she speaks clearly
and openly as a woman, feminist, lesbian, her
words have nurtured me and given me tools of
my own for change and growth. So, I am tempted
to make her into a symbol, to weave a myth about
“the creative woman;” this is something which
she does not let me do. In her poem “Tran
scendental Etude,” she says:
The longer I live the more I mistrust
theatricality, the false glamour cast
by performance, the more I know its poverty
beside
the truths we are salvaging from
the splitting-open of our lives.
The themes in Rich’s work repeat themselves:
the power which comes from honoring women’s
experiences and lives; the healing force of
women’s bonding; the vision and responsibility
we own to re-make our world.
In “Diving Into the Wreck,” she points to the
power available to us as we begin to re-examine
women’s history:
I came to explore the wreck.
The words are purposes.
The words are maps.
I came to see the damage that was done
and the treasures that prevail.
In “Origins and History of Consciousness,” she
writes about our hopes for a community of
women:
No one lives in this room
without confronting the whiteness of the wall
behind the poems, planks of books,
photographs of dead heroines.
Without contemplating last and late
the true nature ofpoetry. The drive
to connect. The dream of a common language.
In the poem “Hunger,” written in 1974-1975,
she addresses the responsibility we have for
using our power and connection:
They can rule the world while they can per
suade us
our pain belongs in some order.
Is death by famine worse than death by
suicide,

than a life of famine and suicide, if a black
lesbian dies
if a white prostitute dies, if a woman genius
starves herself to feed others,
self-hatred battening on her body?

We shrink from touching
our power, we shrink away, we starve our
selves
and each other, we ’re scared shitless
of what it could be to take and use our love,
hose it on a city, on a world,
to wield and guide its spray, destroying
poisons, parasites, rats, viruses —
like the terrible mothers we long and dread to
be.
The decision to feed the world
is the real decision. No revolution
has chosen it. For that choice requires
that women shall be free.
The strength and surety of Rich’s vision comes
from her love for women, “the stone foundation,
rockshelf,” underlying all of life. But even here,
she does not mythologize. In the “Nineteenth
Love Poem” in Dream of a Common Language,
she says:
If I could let you know—

two women together is a work
nothing in civilization has made simple,
two people together is a work
heroic in its ordinariness,
the slow-picked, halting traverse of a pitch
where the fiercest attention becomes routine
—look at the faces of them who have chosenit.
And in the “Sixth Love Poem”:
Your small hands, precisely equal to my ownonly the thumb is larger, longer—in these
hands
I could trust the world, or in many hands like
these,
handling power-tools or steering-wheel
or touching a human face. . .
Writing in other forms, Rich explores the
practical issues that we need to consider in order
to create these new processes and to make the
visions real. In an essay, “Women and Honor:
Some Notes on Lying,” she looks at the pitfalls in
relationships, and the daily lessons which are so
hard to learn:
An honorable human relationship—that is, one
in which two people have the right to use the
word “love”—is a process, delicate, violent, often
terrifying to both persons involved, a process of
refining the truths they can tell each other.
This process is not simple or easy. In her poem,
“Splittings,” written in 1974, she says:
I believe lam choosing something new
not to suffer uselessly yet still to feel
abnegating power for love
as women have done or hiding
from power in her love like a man
I refuse these givens the splitting
be tween love and action I am choosing
not to suffer uselessly and not to use her
I choose to love this time for once
with all my intelligence.
Her book On Lies, Secrets and Silence is a
collection of essays on unlearning racism, on
claiming education, on learning how to look at the
world through a woman-centered lens. This is the
same method that she used earlier in the book Of
Woman Bom: Motherhood As Experience and
Institution, where she used her own experience
as a mother of two sons to examine the realities
of women’s choices and living conditions as they
struggle to raise children and to be “good”
mothers.
In Of Woman Bom, Adrienne Rich writes,
“The most important thing one woman can do for
another is to illuminate and expand her sense of
actual possibilities.” This is what she’s done for
me; I thank her and love her for it.

Adrienne Rich

The Black Princess of Poetry
By Use de Graaff
“It delights me that I have this
thing called a life,” exclaims poet
Nikki Giovanni. Her wish is for
everyone else to really like life, too.
She shared her hopes and dreams
with the members of the California
Association of Compensatory
Education (CACE), at the 10th
annual Multi-Cultural Workshop,
held recently in Monterey.
A standing-room-only crowd of
educators, their friends, spouses,
and children came to hear the
woman who is known to many
around the world as “the Black
princess of poetry.”
Brought up in Knoxville, Tenn.,
and Cincinnati, Ohio (where she
currently lives with her 13-year-old
son, Tom), Giovanni entered Fisk
University at 16 to study writing. In
the 1960s she started an awareness
of Black arts and culture with the
establishment of the first Cincinnati
Black Festival, and the New
Theatre.
Giovanni is a strong-minded
person, whose style as a speaker is
friendly and casual. She enthralled
the audience with her wisdom,

wisecracks and sincerity.
She attended the conference
because she believes in the dignity
of the human being. She stressed
constantly the importance of
recognizing that “what we are is
what we are.” She added,
“Whatever we have to contribute to
the world, it is our contribution, not
someone else’s, not another race,
not another age, not another
gender.
“We women especially spend our
lives trying to be something other
than what we are so some guy will
be deceived and think he’s
something other than what he is.”
Giovanni confessed she’s a
“trekkie,” a “Star Trek” buff. She is
fascinated by outer space and the
possibility of life on other planets.
She wonders, though, if we humans
would be able to have a friendly
encounter with a species from
another planet. “We live on a planet
where half of us cannot see the
other half. How then shall we
recognize a Martian when we who
are black cannot see we who are
white, and we who are white cannot
see we who are women, and we who

are women cannot see we who are
gay, and we who are gay cannot see
we who are straight.”

leave our lives in the hands of
people like President Reagan, Rev.
Jerry Falwell or the generals of the
world — people who are not capable
of caring, or respecting people as
individuals.

Giovanni concluded, “It is a
fascinating experience to be alive;
and while we are here, doing life, we
should contribute something dif
ferent. It’s called our hearts, our
souls, our emotions.”

Nikki Giovanni
It is clear to her that we cannot

Then the audience was treated to
Nikki Giovanni’s contribution in life,
a reading of two poems from her
new book, Those Who Ride the
Night Winds. “Mirrors” is a poem
about Billie Jean King and her
recent trial: “... One of my heroes is
a tennis player who has the courage
of her game and her life. . . . ”
“Hands,” a poem for Mother’s Day,
disputes the notion that man was
the first one to stand up on his hind
legs in the evolutionary process: “..
. Woman stood to free her hands to
hold her young, to embrace her sons
and lovers. Woman stood to applaud
and cheer a delicate mate who needs
her approval....”
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• april
Sunday

Silent vigil in support of a nuclear
freeze, Colton Hall, Pacific St.,
Monterey, 12:30 p.m.

• april

6

• april

Wednesday

Meeting for all women interested
in playing softball this summer. 7:30
p.m., Demeter office, 229 17th
Street, Pacific Grove.

• april

14

• april

• april

• april

20

thursday

Grant writing workshop teaching
the basics of grant-writing:
research, structure and beginning
budget skills. Led by Maria Gitin,
sponsored by the YWCA. 10 a.m. —
1 p.m., Crossroads Conference
Room, Rio Rd. and Hwy. 1, Carmel.
$25. Pre-registration required, call
649-0834.

• april

• april

• april

• april

• april

Wednesday

How To Change Your Name in
California class featuring Katherine
Stoner, Esq. and Michelle Welsh,
Esq. Sponsored by the Community
Legal Education Program. 7 p.m.,
Monterey College of Law. For more
information call 373-3301. $3.
donation requested.

'NOW meeting, Monterey Public
Library, 7:30 p.m.

15

friday

21

Demeter deadline for calendar
listings.

16

Mothering Skills meeting,
sponsored by the Childbirth
Education League. St. Mary’s
Episcopal Church, Central and 12th,
Pacific Grove, 10 a.m.

Saturday

Media Sales: A Great Career for
Women workshop led by Azile
Johnston. Sponsored by and held at
the YWCA, 276 Eldorado, Mon
terey. 7-9 p.m., $15. Pre
registration required. Call 649-0834.

Interviewing workshop including
a
presentation,
discussion,
roleplaying and handouts. Led by
Susan Schellie. Sponsored by and
held at the YWCA, 276 Eldorado,
Monterey. 10 a.m. — 1 p.m., $15.
Pre-registration required. Call 6490834.

Bear Republic Theater presents
Getting Out by Marsha Norman.
Directed by Marcia Taylor. The
award-winning drama of a woman’s
first day of freedom after several
years of imprisonment. Plays
through May 15. For information
call the Santa Cruz Art Center, 4251725.

Easy to Cook Tofu presentation
by Toshi Hada. Limited enrollment,
$6 fee. Sponsored by the YWCA
Japanese Social Cultural Project.
For information call 649-0834.

7

thursday

Mothering Skills meeting,
sponsored by the Childbirth
Education League. St. Mary’s
Episcopal Church, Central and 12th,
Pacific Grove, 10 a.m.
How to Say No: Assertiveness
Training for the Working Woman
workshop led by Joni Caldwell.
Deals with an assertive program for
survival, success and growth on the
job. Sponsored by and held at the
YWCA, 276 Eldorado, Monterey.
7—9:30 p.m., $15. Pre-registration
required. Call 649-0834.
Legal
Protection
Against
Domestic Violence class by James
C. Fukuhara, Esq. Presented by the
Community Legal Education
Program. 7 p.m., Monterey College
of Law, free. For more information
call 373-3301.

10

Sunday

Avon 15 Kilometer
Women. Start and finish
Gate Park Polo Fields.
information phone Ron
(415)668-2060.

11

Race for
at Golden
For race
Markillie

monday

Demeter meeting and deadline
for copy. 229 17th Street, Pacific
Grove, 7:30 p.m. All interested
welcome.

12

thursday

tuesday

Ongoing
Pre-Menstrual Tension: What it is
and How to Cope With It workshop
presented by Marilyn Seach-Koll.
Participants will learn of causes,
symptoms
and
appropriate
treatments of pre-menstrual ten
sion. 7—10 p.m., Instructional Media
Center, 540 Canyon Del Rey,
Monterey. $5. Pre-registration
required. Call the Monterey Adult
School at 649-7011.

13

Wednesday

Libby Frank, executive director
of the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom, will
speak at the Monterey Unitarian
Church, 7:30 p.m., preceded by a
potluck dinner at 6:30. Everyone
welcome.

ft will be a great day
when
our schools
get all the money
they need
and the air force
has to hold
a bake sale
to buy a
bomber

Thursdays

Tuesdays
Yoga class at the Multi-Use
Center in Seaside. 1:30-2:30 p.m
Call the YWCA at 649-0834 for more
information.

Support Group for Rape
Victims designed to increase the
victim’s positive self worth and
decrease isolation. Lynne WhiteDixon facilitates the group.
Sponsored by the Rape Crisis
Center, 651 Van Buren, Mon
terey. 7:30-9 p.m. Call 373-3365.

Women’s Support Group for
Fridays
sharing and receiving support in
personal relationships. All are
The YWCA Domestic Violence Sup
welcome. Call Jacqueline Hudson at port Group is designed for women in
624-3589. Group meets in Palo volved in violent relationships. It
Colorado Canyon.
meets 1-3 p.m. at the Family Re
source Center, 500 Hilby, Seaside.
Child care is provided. Contact Paula
Bisexuality Support Group meets Butterfield at 649-0834 for more
Thursday nights. For more in information.
formation, call 394-5085 or 394-3954.

Holly Near and Ronnie Gilbert

Having sold out seven shwws at
the Great American Music Hall,
April 28-May 1, more than six weeks
in advance, Holly Near and Ronnie
Gilbert have added two more Bay
Area performances to their national
tour: May 7 at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium and May 8 at the Geary
Theater in San Francisco.
Tickets for the May 7 concert in
San Jose are $8, $9 and $10 and are
available through BASS ticket
centers and at the Great American
Hall box office.

23

Saturday

The Women’s Professional
Network
Career
Panel.
Representatives from a one-woman
business, a larger woman-owned
business, a woman who gives free
lance workshops and a bank ad
ministrator describe their careers
and what led them into their
professions. 10 a.m. — noon at the
YWCA. $15. Pre-registration
required. Call 649-0834.

24

Sunday

/

Gay and Lesbian AA meets 7:30
p.m. at the Monterey Neighborhood
Center, corner of Dickman and Light
house, Monterey.

Mothers Support Group, spon
sored by the Family Resource
Center, 9:30 8 11:30 a.m., 500 Hilbj
Weekly women’s group for
Ave., Seaside. Call 394-4622 tc
support and problem-solving in
register.
personal and professional issues.
For self-expression, clarification and
direction. For exploring options and
Wednesdays
expanding your potential. Contact
Understand
Growth
and Diana S. Case, licensed marriage
Development of Infants and Tod and family counselor with 13 years
dlers class offered by the Family experience, 375-6142.
Resource Center, 7 — 8:30 p.m. 3944622.
Parents Anonymous, a self-help
group for those concerned about their
Women’s Problem Solving and interaction with their children. Spon
Support Group. Through mutual sored by the Child Abuse Prevention
support and brainstorming, women Council. Group meets at 6 W. Gabilan,
resolve conflicts they may be ex Salinas. Call 758-2910 for more
periencing in their personal or information.
professional lives. Offered by
Fathers Support Group, spon
Claudia Daniels, M.F.C.C., and
Lynne White-Dixon, L.C.S.W. sored by the Family Resource
Sliding scale fee. Group meets 6:30 Center, 7:30 — 9 p.m. Call 3944622.
p.m. Call 372-6242 for more
information.

NOTICE
The Lesbian Rap Group, which
had been meeting on Friday nights,
has disbanded, but may start up this
fall. We’ll keep you posted.

Sundays
Lesbian AA meets 7-8:30 p.m. at
Janus Recovery House, 202 7th Ave.,
Santa Cruz.
Other
National Organization for
Women meets the third Thur
sday of each month at the
Monterey Public Library, 7 p.m.
Bisexual Support Network meets
first and 16th of each month, 6-10
p.m., at the Louden Nelson Center,
Santa. Cruz.
Women’s Action for Nuclear Di
sarmament meets every month. Call
625-2379 for specific dates, times and
locations.

The YWCA Creative Writing Group
meets 7-9 p.m. in the Monterey YWCA
library. In this group, women share
their writings, and receive supportive
feedback.

March of Dimes Walkathon.
Monterey: begins at Monterey High
School.
Salinas: begins at
Washington Junior High, Iverson
Street. Registration starts at 7:30
a.m. Sponsor sheets available at all
McDonald’s Baskin-Robbins,
Miller’s Outpost, Red Carpet
Realty, KIDD Radio.

26

tuesday

Natural Family Planning Class
offered through Planned Paren
thood of Monterey County. This
method requires training in ob
servance of certain body signs to
determine fertility and is used
successfully both by couples who
desire pregnancy and those who
don’t. For more information or to
register, call 373-1691.

YWCA Domestic Violence Crisis
Line volunteer training begins. It
lasts from 6 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays for four weeks. Call 6490834 for more information.

For mail order send SASE and
check to TIX, GAMH, 859 O’Farrell,
S.F. 94109.
Tickets for the May 8 Geary
Theater concert are $8, $12 and $15
and are available through BASS
ticket centers, the Geary Theater
box office (415 Geary St., S.F.), by
phone at 415-673-6440.
For mail order send SASE and
check to A.C.T. Box Office, 450
Geary, S.F. 94102 (add $1.00 service
charge per order).

28

thursday

Dollars and Sense: Beginning the
Financial Planning Process course
covering the basics of money and
risk management. Led by Sharen M.
Stoner. 6:30—9:30 p.m., Crossroads
Conference Room, Rio Rd. and Hwy.
1, Carmel. $15. Pre-registration
required, call the YWCA at 6490834.
Tenants’ Rights and Remedies
class offered through the Com
munity Legal Education Program of
Monterey College of Law. 7 p.m.,
Mayflower Church, Central at 14th,
Pacific Grove. Call 373-3301 for
more information. $3 donation
requested.

29

friday

Hot Flashes, a women’s comedy
group, performs at MPC Music Hall,
8 p.m. Tickets available at the door.

30

Saturday

Investments: Investigate Before
You Invest class led by Sharen M.
Stoner. Covers the basics of stocks,
bonds, options, tax-shelters, real
estate and speculative investments.
9 a.m.— noon, Monterey YWCA.
$15 fee. Pre-registration required,
call 649-0834.

Women, Money and Emotions
workshop with Jacqueline Somma. 1
— 4 p.m., Monterey YWCA.$15. fee.
Call 649-0834 for more information
or to register.
Hot Flashes, a women’s comedy
group, performs at MPC Music Hall,
8 p.m. Tickets available at the door.

Sappho's

Isle

Rebirth
A ripletbrimming, flooding
ths wisened face
cascadingly
downward
as it rolled
unceasingly.
A memory
reliving, recreating
the silent past
reminiscently
backward
as it slithered
infinitely.
A soul
pounding, shrieking
the obscure lesson
lovingly
upturned
as it forgave
itself,
and from
forgiveness
greatness grew
unlimited
in time and space.

To break an egg
into a dish
is no small matter.
But to put
it back again,
Ah, that's
another story.
To whip a person
into an omelette
is no small matter.
But to regenerate
the spirit,
Ah, that's
another story.

This month’s theme of “Birth and Re-Birth”
proved to be an inspiring one: our April poetry
page is blossoming with creativity.
In May, Sappho's Isle will feature poems and
graphics on the theme of “Peace.” Please con
tribute work by April 11. June’s theme will be
“Portraits;” we’d especially like to print portraits
of women in verse, prose or graphic line. Due
date for June is May 9.

Another closure
another ending
a new birth
a new beginning
from you I came
and from me you go
the tree from the seed grows
the seed from the tree falls
changes never ceasing
circles always being completed
how many circles will be completed
before I understand
before I stop crying
before I stop holding on
Seasons come and go
colors come full circle
and I stand still
when will I remember
that the falling leaves
fall only to bring
new life to the tree
when will I learn
that the old one dies
only to bring
life to their grandchildren
the earth is bom again
and again
and again
closure ?
maybe never
— Mitra

Birth and Birthing
I
The head emerges first
Wise little globe
Knowing where it's
Been and going.
The eyes, defocused,
Not ready for all that light
Don't need to see;
They know, too
Past and future.
The mouth,
Fishy gasps and protest howls,
It knows but won't say
What's been
And what's going down.
Only Time dims our
Knowledge at birth.
II
Having been bom out of mother
Sliding down the years
Propelled from one space to another
And barely able to hold on
To the slippery sides of life
Or catch a breath in the pressure
The rush, the urgency
Of birth and more birth
And change and so many,
Many new days, months, years
Leaping the past and skipping
Across today with an aim
At tomorrow and more
Transformation, O I am moving
Terrified, exhilarated, rushing,
Stumbling forward, pushed from within,
Skidding into I know not what,
Glad of the excitement
And hurrying these words down
As the next moment a new one
With a new room to enter
A new now forever changing,
The next moment is waiting.

—Fran Vashaw

—Joyce M. Chobanian

Not of Adam’s Rib
I was bom
of a woman,
not of Adam's rib
Woman’s bones, woman’s blood
the endless round of daily living,
defiance, resignation,
misconception, slavery—
I include all of her life in mine
“You know, I never knew what it was to work
until I had a boy.”
I heard my parents talking
listening in the dark, seven years old
Still I loved them
that I staked my life continually
in efforts to please
I am not resigned
not resigned to being a woman;
each act of affirmation
becomes linked, affirmation to affirmation,
multiplying
in broken vertical lines,
horizontal zigzags
I acknowledge us, you and me, fully
with a fierce nod
with continuous, living defiance.

artwork by Marie O'Rielly
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—Watanabe Mieko (Nancy Nakayama, tran
slator; submitted by Barbara Bastian)

books
Unfinished Revolution
Maj. Gen Jeanne Holm, USAF
(Ret.) Women in the Military: An
Unfinished Revolution, Presidio
Press (31 Pamaron Way, Novato,
C A,) 1982.
The history of women in the
military in this country is a
microcosm of the struggle for
women’s equality during the past 40
years. Every woman who has ever
had military duty — or who con
templates that she might someday
— will find this book enormously
enlightening.
Maj. Gen Holm (who retired with
the highest military rank ever held
by a woman) was one of the first
women to volunteer for the WAAC
(the “auxiliary” — later to become
WAC when women were finally
recognized as truly in the Army)
and ended her career after several
years as head of the WAF —
variously thought to mean “women
IN the Air Force” or “women OF
the Air Force.”
As the history proves, the
disagreement over the in
terpretations of the acronyms for
the women’s services has really
never ended.
Holm gives a brief history of the
pre-World War II period (in only 20
pages), and outlines the struggles of
all the services to recruit, train and
properly employ women; the book
ends with an astute appraisal of
what may come, or a rather “here
we are — but not finally” statement.
As a retired general, she was still
employed (as of publication date) in

The Whole Gay Catalog
Books for Lesbians & Gay Men,
Their Families & Friends.
The Whole Gay Catalog. Books
for Gay Men and Lesbians, Their
Families and Friends. Lambda
Rising, 2012 S Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20009, 1982. $2.00.
Lambda Rising opened its
Washington, D.C. doors in 1974 and
soon became more than a bookstore;
it was a center of activity and an
active participant in the Gay
Liberation movement. Now the
world’s largest gay and lesbian
bookstore, Lambda Rising has just
published this mail order catalog to
reach out still further into the gay
community.
The catalog lists hundreds of
books in 25 subject areas including
“Law
and
Gay
People,”
“Childrearing and Parenting,”
“Coming
Out,”
“Humor,”
“Literature and Letters,” “SelfHelp,” Arno Press reprints of gay
classics such as back issues of the
lesbian paper The Ladder, and so
many others that I could not think of
any areas that have been left out.

Books listed are usually either by
or about gay men and women, but
some are recommended even
though intended for a straight
audience; for example, the
description of one book on marriage
suggests: “Get past the pronouns,”
for “it’s one of the best little books
around about what relationships are
and what makes them good.”
Other books seem to be included

THE

work for the Defense Advisory
Committee on Women in the
Services (DACOWITS).
The author of this book has been a
part of the history she writes and
needs no support for either her facts
or her opinions; nevertheless, she
provides respectable footnotes and
quotations which will be useful to
those who may use this book for
further research. The selected
bibliography is also excellent.
When I first began to read, I was
wary of another tract in
“militaryese” but was pleasantly
surprised. Only when she quotes
official documents does she inflict
the reader with intractable prose.
There are many similes that have a
familiar ring, but a gem like this is
worth much: “By 7 a.m. the C-130,
camouflaged like overcooked
spinach, would take to the air.” (p.
234 — on the Tet Offensive in
Vietnam).
Throughout the book, Holm’s
absolute commitment to feminism
and equality of women in all con
texts is never in doubt. She says
very little about herself, un
fortunately, but her own efforts to
strengthen the opportunities for
women in military careers is con
trasted with pronouncements from
others who would keep women in
some other “place,” even when
amply qualified for jobs that men
jealously guarded for themselves.
The revolution is truly unfinished.
— Suzy Sullens

WOMAN’S

BOOKSHELF
Originated by Polly Parker

Koller, Alice. An Unknown
Woman. New York: Bantam Books,
1983.

primarily because they discuss their
issues without sexism or assum
ptions about sexual preference.
In 1962, Alice Koller was 37 years
Many of the literary works are
heterosexual in focus but are old. Beautiful, social, witty, with a
written by writers known or ap Ph.D. in philosophy, it looked as if
parently assumed to be gay she had everything. Instead, her life
(Tennessee Williams, Willa Cather, was literally unendurable.
In a desperate and determined
etc.).
Although Lambda Rising appears attempt to make deep changes in
to be owned and operated by gay her life, she rents a house in
men, the selection of women’s books Nantucket during the winter, and
is impressive and thoughtful if not goes there to be totally alone while
complete, and includes a broad she sorts out her past and tries to
range of feminist (not only lesbian) see toward her future.
literature. It is noteworthy that
This book is written from the
“women’s books” are not separated journal that she keeps during this
from the rest but completely in time; its honesty and passion make
termingled with the stock as a it useful for any woman who is
whole.
attempting to cut through her social
Each book in the catalog is listed conditioning and to live her life on
with a short descriptive paragraph. her own terms.
Some are recommended especially
Much of what she finds when she
highly by the Lambda symbol, begins to look at herself is painfully
which makes it easier to skim for familiar to many of us: a constant,
highlights. Unfortunately, dates and fearful concern about how she looks;
publishers are omitted, and there is an obsession with the series of men
no indication of who wrote the with whom she’s had sexual
review (Lambda Rising staff person, relations; a swallowing of herself in
or the publisher?).
these relationships, which always
The quality of books listed may be end badly; a sense of herself as
variable, but the range is so ap being real only when she is reflected
pealing, it’s hard to put the catalog in others’ eyes.
down without mailing in an order
Little by little, she peels away the
blank ... or at least taking it down .patterns, feeling that her life
to the public library request desk. literally depends on her removal of
The Whole Gay Catalog is available all her masks. She discovers that
from the publishers at the above she doesn’t know how she feels, that
Washington, D.C. address.
she is without tools to determine
—Emily Fireweed what she really wants.

The journal form allows us to be a
part of her struggle in an immediate
way, feeling her pain as well as the
joys that come from her German
shepherd puppy and the beauty of
living by the sea.
Koller shows us what is possible
when a woman begins to take her
life seriously and to insist on making
her own choices, and she shares
these possibilities with us.
—Kate Miller

Environment in
Women’s Lives,
An Anthology
Environment in Women's Lives:
An Anthology of Political,
Historical, Economic, and CrossCultural Perspectives, is seeking
essays, articles, bibliographies,
interviews, poetry, journal selec
tions, and photographs about
women’s environmental - oc
cupational health, the impact of
technology, particularly electronics,
on women’s experience, women and
planning - architecture, women’s
participation in environmental
struggles and more.
Write for more details or send
submissions to Environment in
Women’s Lives, P.O. Box 274, Santa
Cruz, 95061 by June 1,1983.
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HOLLY NEARof The&Weavers
RONNIE GILBERT

ONE NIGHT ONLY
SATURDAY
APRIL 16, 1983
8:00 pm
PERFORMING ARTS THEATER
U.C.S.C.

sold out thank
you April

In assoc, with New Ways to Work
& Mid-Peninsula Conversion Project

Saturday
May 7 • 8 pm

$6, $7, $8 sliding scale/general seating

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Tickets available at the U.C.S.C Box Office, The Wizard of Aud,

SAN CARLOS & MARKET

1516 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz and the S.C. Civic Auditorium Box Office

Tickets at all BASS Ticket Centers
Charge by Phone (408) 297-7552 or (415) 835-4342.
Information & mail order: GAMH Box Office,
859 O'Farrell, S.F. 94109 I (415) 885-0750.
Childcare reservations (415) 968-8798.

For childcare reservations call (408) 476-3953

wheelchair accessible

Sunday

Mamalution

May 8 • 8pm
GEARY THEATRE

415 GEARY, S.F.

In Concert Together

a women's dance collective

with

JEFF LANGLEY

PRESENTED BY WOMENSWORKS & KZSC

COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS

COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS

COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS

. . . Quality Copying, Printing and Design
A WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS

207 16th Street, Pacific Grove

28—May 1

GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC HALL

88.1

fm

SUSAN
FREUNDLICH
SIGN LANGUAGE ARTIST

Tickets at BASS Ticket Centers & Geary Theater
Box Office I Charge by Phone (415) 835-4342.
Information, phone & mail orders:
GEARY Box Office, 450 Geary, S.F. 94102
(add $1.00 per order) / (415) 673-6440.
Discounts for disabled, over 60 and under 12

PROGRAMS FOR WOMEN
Anxiety Management * Assertion Training
Compulsive Eating * Problem Solving
Decision Making * Hypnosis
for more information, contact:

Claudia Daniels, MFCC
Lynne White Dixon, LCSW
Cypress Institute
563 Figueroa, Monterey
(408 ) 624-0570 or 646-0117

373-8273

River

Now Available!
AT

Do Re Mi Records
Carmel
Cymboline Records
Santa Cruz
Record Factory
Santa Cruz
Rainbow Records
Santa Cruz
or SEND $8.00 to
RISING RECORDS
P.O. BOX 1321
CARMEL VALLEY, CA 93924
(408) 659-3752

Under currents

classifieds

DIANA 5. CASE
MARRIAGE. FAMILY, CHILD COUNSELOR

FRANCES VASHAW, M.A., Counselor, Ego
counseling orientation. Work on transitions,
eating disorders, menopause, self-image.
Sliding scale fee. 649-8170.

MASSAGE. Relaxing, therapeutic at af
fordable, sliding scale fees. Take care of
yourself! You deserve a massage by a certified
massage practitioner. Seven years ex
perience. Call Sue Ellen Stringer at 375-8959.

HELP WANTED: Cleaning person for, in
termittent housework — weekly at least
four hours. Please send references and
state your expectations to Suzy Sullens,
P.O. Box 4418, Carmel, CA 93921.

STONER B WELSH
Attorneys
Katherine E. Stoner, Michelle A. Welsh
229 17th Street
P.O. Box 128
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408)373-1993

Dr. Erika Alison Schwarzwald
Preventative and Maintenance
Chiropractic Care
550 Lighthouse Ave.
Monterey
Suite E
373-6004

LIFELINE DIET MEALS. Low salt, low calorie,
low fat. Available as frozen entrees at
Monterey Nob Hill Market, Carmel Monte
Mart and the New Granary. For more in
formation, call 899-5040.

DIVORCE IS A difficult time for children as
well as parents. Counseling can help the
family cope with this period of stress. Call
Sylvia Krimsley, M.S. Licensed Marriage,
Family and Child Counselor, No. M6324, 3722001.

(408) 375-6142

Back Up Your
Calendar Listing
With a Display Ad

• counseling
• rronsinons
• personal growth
• stress management

This size is only $14.40.
• relationship issues
• assertiveness training
• career G life planning

Individuals

Couples

-

-

Groups

lie.# mm-16208

ESALEN-SWEDISH MASSAGE
Treat yourself to a nurturing, nourishing
one and one-half hour massage
Joni Caldwell, MA, CMT
373-2443

Edie Broeckelman
Certified Public Accountant
899-2344

since

1966

Maryjo

Expert automobile
sales and service
assistance is now
available to you!
Call Ellen Gundlach.

tuesday
thru friday

hours
10 am • 5 pm

custom picture framing
408~372~2801

20% discount with this ad

HONDA
&
MAZDA

MATAR IMPORTS
Monterey Peninsula Auto Center

the Bagel
Bakery

4 LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
Pacific Grove - 1180C Forest - 649-6272
Monterey - 201 Lighthouse - 649-1714
Salinas - 969 West Alisal - 758-0280
Carmel - 173 Crossroads
Highway 1 & Rio Rd. - 625-5180

BAGELS • BAGEL SANDWICHES • BEVERAGES • DESSERTS
Dine in or take out — the finest on the Peninsula . . . and always fresh.

899-3713

Maggy's Pizza
If you can invest as little as $50 a month, I can show
you how you can have a tax-free income even before
retirement age. No penalty for early withdrawal. An
instant estate. Currently paying 11% compound
interest. For appointment call Bette L. Phillips,
Agent, E.F. Hutton-Life, 373-5911.
Investment plans for women of all occupations.

TAKE OUT
AVAILABLE

LASAGNE ♦ SPAGHETTI ♦ SALADS

BEER AND WINE
Open Daily 5-10 p.m.
Sundays 4-10 p.m.

281 Lighthouse
Monterey, 646-1160

margot's
CONSUELO M. STREET, M.S.W.
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
is pleased to announce
the opening of her practice
in
Counseling and Psychotherapy

P.O. Box 4383
Carmel, CA 93921

By Appointment
(408) 649-6475

Cafe Balthazar
“Natural, wholesome food from scratch.”
170 FOREST AVE PACIFIC GROVE 373-1474
Margot Wells

BARBARA LICHT-GREENBERG
MARRIAGE & FAMILY COUNSELOR

LIC. NO. MH 16969

(408)375-8111
feminist therapist
relationships
creating self-purpose
body images & eating disorders
communication skills
sexual orientation
i domestic violence

monthly all-day women's workshop
1010

CASS

STREET

MONTEREY.

CALIF.

93940
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